




We are all aware that India is a large country with diverse communities

with diverse language groups. But the underlying principle which binds

us all into a single unif ied country is the concept of “Unity in

diversity”. The country is governed by a constitution, which is the

supreme law of the Land. This constitution describes in detail, the

fundamental principles, the structure, the procedures, the directive

principles, the powers and duties of Government institutions and also

indicates the fundamental rights and the duties of the citizens.

The preamble of the constitution declares that WE,THE PEOPLE OF

INDIA,HAVING SOLEMLY RESOLVED TO CONSTITUTE INDIA INTO A

“SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC” and to secure

all its citizens; JUSTICE, social, economic and political; LIBERTY, of

thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY of status and

opportunity: and to promote among them all; FRATERNITY, assuring

the dignity of individual  the unity and integrity of nation; IN OUR

CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this twenty sixth day of November 1949,do

HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS

CONSTITUTION.

The preamble signifies the democratic principle that power ultimately

rests in the hands of the people.It also emphasizes that the

constitution is made by and for the Indian people. The phrase “we

the people “emphasizes upon the concept of popular sovereignty i.e.

Let’s join together for stronger participation



all the power emanates from the people and the political system

will be responsible and accountable to the people. The republic

form of Government indicates that the affairs of State are a “public

matter” (in which public offices holders are appointed or elected rather

than privately accommodated i.e. through inheritance or divine

mandate) and not the private concern of the rulers.

The key in democratic practice is linked to freedom of information i.e. an

extension of freedom of speech, a fundamental human right. The citizens

have the right to access the documents and proceedings of the Government

and it enables the interested citizens to get directly involved in the legislative

process. Transparency in Government generates Government accountability.

It allows citizens of a democracy to control their Government, reduce

Government corruption, bribery and other red-tapism.

An open, transparent Government allows for dissemination of

information and this in turn helps to produce greater knowledge and

is vital to the prosperity and development of democratic societies.

With this background in mind, an attempt is made here, to compile all

the relevant basic information on the importance of Registration and

the procedures of enrolling oneself as elector, to all the Campus

ambassadors. This effort is intended to empower the youth and the

common citizen to make them participate voluntarily in the democratic

exercise and contribute consciously at all times to enhance the

democratic spirit, more particularly in facilitating the individual to

exercise one’s own Democratic right, right from the duties of getting

oneself enrolled as elector in the Electoral roll.
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ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF BEING A CAMPUS AMBASSADOR

XAs a responsible Campus Ambassador, understand the procedures

involved in enrolling oneself as elector and the subsequent procedures

involved till the exercise of the democratic right of Voting.

XTo get one’s own name enrolled in the electoral roll.

XIdentify students, teachers and non-teaching staff and their family

members who are not registered as electors and those who don’t

have Elector Photo Identity Card (EPIC).

XFacilitate by providing forms and guiding them to fill forms either

manually or by on-line method. And coordinating with the election

authorities to ensure that the applicants get their names registered

in the electoral roll and get their EPIC.

XOrganizing with the help of District Election Officer’s office, special

drive for registration and online registration facilitation.

XFaci li tating voter education on importance of registration ,

democratic right of exercising their right to vote and emphasizing

the need for Ethical Voting by coordinating with students in

organizing debates, lectures, workshops, competitions and dramas

among the student community

XCreating core team of students to work as volunteers for carrying

our Systematic Voters Education and Electoral Participation

(SVEEP) awareness activities in the campus.

XOrganize National Voters day (NVD) Programme and act as educator

and motivator in their circle of influence / contact.



ELECTORAL ROLL

What is an Electoral Roll?

XElectoral Roll is a basic document used in the electoral process.

XElectoral Rolls are prepared as per the provisions of Representation

of People Act 1950 and the Registration of Electors Rules,1960.

XElectoral Rolls are prepared Assembly Constituency wise

XOnly one General Electoral roll is prepared. No separate roll on

the basis of caste, creed, religion, sex etc.,

XAll those who are citizens of India, ordinarily residing in that

area, and have completed 18years of age as on the day of 1 st

January of that roll revision/preparation year, are eligible to get

themselves enrolled in the Electoral roll.

XFor Local body elections, keeping this Electoral roll as the base,

the State E lect ion Commiss ion (wh ich is  an independent

Commission at the State Level) prepares separately a ward wise/

Block wise roll by splitting the electoral roll of the Assembly

Constituency.

XThe Election Commission of India, represented at the State level

by the Ch ief E lectoral Off icer, TamilNadu, responsible for

preparation of Assembly wise Electoral rolls and conduct of Assembly

Elections and Parliamentary Elections is a separate authority and

the State Election Commission which is entrusted with the

responsibility of conducting Local body elections is a separate

independent authority.

XWhen elections are announced for electing a Member either for

the State Assembly or for the Parliament, only those persons

whose names are there in the latest published Electoral Roll will

be eligible to cast their Vote during that Election.

XEven if the person is more than 18 years and eligible in all other

aspects, if his/her name is not found in the Electoral roll of
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that Assembly constituency, then there is no possibility to

exercise/cast one’s vote during that election in  that

Assembly Constituency in which he/she  claims, as eligible.

XThe law states that eligible persons are entitled to get registered

as a voter: Hence it is the individual’s responsibility to ensure

that he/she applies and gets registered in the Electoral

roll.

XElectoral rolls are normally printed in the State official language

(Tamil) and in Chennai metro it is published in English also.

Who shall be entitled to get registered in the Electoral Roll?

XThis is provided in the Section 19 of the Representation of the

People Act 1950.

XShould be not less than 18 years of age on the qualifying date

XShould be ordinarily resident in that constituency

Disqualification for registration

XIs not a citizen of India

XDeclared by competent court as of unsound mind

XDisqualified for voting under any law for corrupt practices

What is the Qualifying date?

XIt is the 1st of January of the Year in which the Rolls are being

prepared or revised.

X18 years should have been completed on this qualifying date

XQualifying date for summary revision means, the 1 st January of the

succeeding/coming year (as the roll is published only in that

year).i.e. Summary revision normally starts in October and roll is

published in the forthcoming January which happens to be the

next year.



XQualifying date for Continuous revision means, the 1 st January of

the current year.

What does ordinarily resident mean?

XIt is the place used by a person normally for his sleeping.

XTemporary period of absence from his ordinary place of residence

is normally ignored (defined in section 20 of RP Act 1950)

XStudents of 18years and above, living in hostel, has the option of

enrolling themselves either at their homes where the other family

members reside by enclosing a declaration from the member of

the family (or)

XThey can choose themselves to be enrolled at the place of Hostel,

by enclosing a declaration “that he is a bonafide student of the

institution and stays in the hostel address”, from the head master/

principal /head of the institution in the prescribed format.

XHowever the individual has to ensure and give a declaration that

his name is not enrolled at both the places.

How the Electoral Roll looks like?

XElectoral rolls are organized as geographically defined parts, Each

part is further organized into sections and households

XEach part of a roll (normally covering a single polling station) has a

well-defined and compact geographical area; a rough sketch of

the area is also indicated in the front page of the part.

XEach part is identified with a polling station where electors cast

their vote on the poll day.

XThe Electoral Roll of an Assembly constituency will have many

number of parts, each part normally has a separate polling station.

XThe name and address of the polling station will be indicated in

the title page of the electoral roll part page.

7
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FIRST PAGE OF ELECTORAL ROLL



Area included in the part of the Electoral Roll

SAMPLE PAGE OF ELECTORAL ROLL
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When can we enroll or make changes in the Electoral Roll?

XThe Electoral Roll is normally revised / updated every year.

XThe Rolls are revised with reference to a particular qualifying date

(1st January of every year)

XUpdation of Rolls (inclusion, corrections & deletions) are done

throughout the year (except during elections –i.e. stopped

from last date of nomination to the date of declaration of results).

XDue to this exercise of annual revision of roll, done every year,

there are additions, changes and deletions in the Electoral roll

every year and the same is published every year.

XAs a result the part number, serial number of the old

electors in  the Electoral  Roll  also gets changed or

rearranged.

Rough sketch of
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What does the types of Roll Revision mean?

XSo even if the individuals have not changed their place of

residence their name would be in a new part or in a different

serial number of the same part, this is due to the addition

and deletions of electors during revision.

XHence it is our duty to ensure that after every Roll

publication, we check the presence of our name in the

Electoral roll and we are able to locate the correct part

number and serial number of ourname in the Electoral Roll.

XAlso the other reason why rearrangement of Electors is inevitable

is that, for facilitation of voters during casting of votes during the

poll, the rolls are re arranged (broadly known by the term

Rationalization of polling stations) in such a way that in urban

areas each part doesn’t have more than 1400 voters and in the

rural areas it is not more than 1200 voters.

Continuous revision:

Xit means you can give application for inclusion, correction and

deletion of name at any point of time in the year i.e. throughout

the year (the exemption being, you can’t give applications and

get your name added, changed or deleted, during the period

between the last day of nomination and the date of declaration

of results during any Election period)

XThe qualifying date for determination of eligibility of completion

of 18 years age, during this continuous revision is, the first day of

January of that current year.

Summary Revision:

XThis is normally done during the period of October every year, wherein

the rolls upto that date is published as draft and claims & objections

are invited from the public for addition, changes or deletions.

XDuring this Summary Revision, the qualifying date for determination

of eligibility of completion of 18 years age is fixed as 1st January of

the forthcoming year (i.e. succeeding year after the current October

month). But confirmation of requested entries as per the claims and

objections will be published as an Electoral Roll only during the first

week of the forthcoming January.

XThis means the younger generation expecting to complete 18 years

of age, before the coming 1st January, can also apply in advance.

XThe focus of this Summary Roll revision is to invite applications from

all the eligible youth who are completing 18 years after the previous

revision and before the final publication of this year revision(1st January

of the proposed final roll publication).



Summary Revision:

XThis is normally done during the period of October every year, wherein

the rolls upto that date is published as draft and claims& objections

are invited from the public for addition, changes or deletions.

XDuring this Summary Revision, the qualifying date for determination

of eligibility of completion of 18 years age is fixed as 1st January of

the forthcoming year (i.e. succeeding year after the current October

month). But confirmation of requested entries as per the claims and

objections will be published as an Electoral Roll only during the first

week of the forthcoming January.

XThis means the younger generation expecting to complete 18 years

of age, before the coming 1st January, can also apply in advance.

XThe focus of this Summary Roll revision is to invite applications from

all the eligible youth who are completing 18 years after the previous

of the proposed final roll publication).

XThe Forms for claims and objections in Form 6,7,8,8A during this period

of Summary Revision can be given at the places designated as polling

stations. The Booth Level officer (BLO)and Designated Location Officer

(DLO) will be sitting at the polling stations to receive your forms.

XThe copy of the draft rolls also will be kept for display at these

polling station locations for you to verify the electoral roll before

giving a new form.

XThe Booth Level Officers (BLO), receives applications from applicants

for addition, change or deletion of entries and based on verification

of these entries alone the names are added, changed or deleted in

the roll.

Intensive Revision

XIn this revision, the door to door enumeration of eligible electors

are done by the election staff and new rolls are prepared, presuming

as if no earlier Electoral roll existed. A fresh new roll is prepared

based on door to door enumeration.

XThe Electoral rolls, commonly known as draft roll (as how it is

during the date of publication at the beginning of the process of
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XThe Forms for claims and objections in Form 6,7,8,8A during this period

of Summary Revision can be given at the places designated as polling

stations. The Booth Level officer (BLO) and Designated Location Officer
(DLO) will be sitting at the polling stations to receive your forms.

XThe copy of the draft rolls also will be kept for display at these

polling station locations for you to verify the electoral roll before
giving a new form.

XThe Booth Level Officers (BLO), receives applications from applicants

for addition, change or deletion of entries and based on verification
of these entries alone the names are added, changed or deleted in

the roll.

Intensive Revision

XIn this revision, the door to door enumeration of eligible electors

are done by the election staff and new rolls are prepared, presuming
as if no earlier Electoral roll existed. A fresh new roll is prepared

based on door to door enumeration.

XThe Electoral rolls, commonly known as draft roll (as how it is

during the date of publication at the beginning of the process of
Summary revision - latest updated Electoral roll available with the

Election Officials) is published at

NAll the polling station locations with the Booth Level Officer
(BLO) / Designated Location Officer (DLO)

NOffice of Assistant Electoral Registration Officer(AERO),

NOffice of Electoral Registration Officer (ERO)

NOffice of District Election Officer (DEO)

NIn the web site of Chief Electoral Officer, TamilNadu i.e.

www.elections.tn.gov.in  along with search facility options.

NIn addition, all the Recognized political parties are also given
two copies of the Draft electoral roll during roll publication.

XAt any of the above places the rolls can be checked and the

presence of the names can be verified and thereafter if need
arises, new application depending upon the requirement can be

filled and submitted by the applicant.

XCertified copy of the Photo Electoral Roll extract pertaining to

oneself can also be obtained from the AERO/ERO.

XSoft copy of the Electoral Roll without images @ Rs.100/per
Assembly segment can be obtained from the ERO.

XOn payment of fees, copy of one’s own entry in roll can be

obtained through Right to Information (RTI) Act also, if desired.

Where can we find /see/check the latest published Electoral Roll?
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 Form for inclusion of name in Electoral Roll
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  Form for objecting to inclusion or seeking deletion
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  Form for Correction of Particulars entered in the Roll’
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             other within the Assembly Constituency
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 Form for Transposition of entries from one part to
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Where are these forms available?

XThese forms are made available in all the ERO office (i.e. the

Revenue Divisional Officers office/Sub-collector Office), AERO

office (The Taluk Tashildar office/Municipal Commissioner Office)

at all times.

X These forms are made available with all the Booth Level Officers

(BLOs) at the polling station locations during the period of Summary

Revision – claims and objections receiving period.

XThese forms are also available in the official website of the Chief

Electoral Officer, TamilNadu @ www.elections.tn.gov.in , from which

the required forms can be downloaded and printed.

X The forms are available in bilingual (Tamil & English)

X All these forms given physically at the offices are numbered forms

i.e. each form has a unique serial number, which is meant for the

applicant to track the process of disposal of these forms.

How to fill these forms?

XAll the columns/entries, in the forms need to be filled with correct

details. No details should be left blank or unfilled.

XIf not relevant /not applicable, the column should be f illed

indicating “not applicable”, it should not be left blank.

XThe form need to be filled only by the concerned individual /

applicant and should be signed (thumb impression in case of illiterate

person) by the applicant.

XApplications without applicant’s signature or thumb impression will

be rejected and will not be processed.

XThe legal implication of filing false declaration needs to be

understood. Declaration which is the part of the form (i.e. PART

IV of the Form 6) should be read well and then it should be

signed by the applicant.

XHence it is reiterated that only the applicant should sign the form,

so as to take the responsibility of the contents filled in the

application form.

XIf any person makes a false statement /declaration and which he

either knows or believes to be false or does not believe to be true,

is punishable with imprisonment (as per Section 31 of RP Act, 1950).

XIn Form 6, the details of previous address where the applicant

was staying prior to seeking enrollment in this address, should be

clearly mentioned. This helps to delete your name in the previous

address and enroll your name in the current new address. This

ensures that your name is enrolled only at one place.
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XAs per Section 18 of RP Act 1950 - No person can be

registered more than once in any Constituency.

XThe details of other family members (i.e. their part no and serial
no) whose names are already enrolled in the electoral name also

should be mentioned in the form. This facilitates all the members

of one family being together in the Electoral Roll.

XIn respect of Form 7, the complete details of the objector

requested in the form as well as details of the person objected to

and the reasons for objections should be clearly mentioned.

XIn respect of Form 8, the entries now existing in the latest roll

and the corresponding change /correction that is required should
be clearly indicated.

XForm 8A, should be used in cases where the electors change

thier residential address within the same Assembly constituency
limits. In this, the correct part number and serial number of the

Electoral roll of the place where they were residing at the old

address and the part number (if they know) & new residential
address where they seek registration should be clearly filled.

XThere is one more new Form-6A, which is meant for enrolling the
Overseas Electors. Only those Indian citizens above 18 years of

age, working in foreign countries who have not acquired citizenship

of that foreign country are eligible to apply.

XIn this case of Form 6A, application has to be given directly or by

post with enclosure of applicant’s passport copy, only to the

Electoral Registration Officer (ERO).

XEach of the Forms, has an acknowledgement attached at the

end, the same should be obtained by the applicant without fail

from the receiving authority and should be retained by the applicant
for further follow up and tracking of the status of the application.

XThe tracking of the forms can be done using the unique number
printed in the acknowledgement form, by enquiry with the ERO/

AERO office or by using the provision of online tracking facility

available in the CEO’s website i.e. www.elections.tn.gov.in

What documents need to be enclosed?

XThe documents are needed as a support for the verification of

the claim made by the applicant and to facilitate the Verifying
officer (BLO) to verify and recommend for suitable action.

XThe documents are for the age proof and the residential proof.

XThe first time applicants of 18-20 years, should attach any

documentary proof of age, like school/college Certificate, Birth

certificate etc.,
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XIf no documentary proof is available, then the applicant needs to

attach a declaration in support of age, in the prescribed format,

obtained from either of the parents whose name is already included

in the Electoral Roll.

XIf the applicant has an EPIC issued to him, and he/she is applying

in Form 6 in a new place, then he/she should indicate the EPIC

number in the Form 6 and enclose a copy of the same.

XIf the applicant who had applied in Form 6 is of above 25 +age

group and doesn’t have an EPIC, then such individual should give

a declaration in the prescribed format.

XFor proof of ordinary residence, the applicant can attach copy of

any of the documents like; bank/kisan /post office pass book,

Ration card, driving license, passport, gas connection, telephone

bill, electricity bill, water bill etc., In case of non-availability of any

documents, it should be indicated that “no document attached”,

this will help in conduct of local enquiry by the ERO to verify the

claim of the applicant.

To whom we need to submit forms?

XThe Forms 6,7,8 and 8A can be submitted in person to the

concerned ERO/AERO in their office during office hours.

XThe forms can be submitted to Booth Level Off icer (BLO) or

Designated Location Officer (DLO) at the polling station locations

during the summary revision claims and objections receiving period.

XIf the forms are filled online, then it can be submitted online and

online acknowledgment can be obtained and print out of the

same can be retained by the applicant for further follow up.

XThe office addresses of the ERO/AERO are given in official website

of the CEO,TamilNadu at www.elections.tn.gov.in

Is there any fees to be paid?

XNo, there is no fees required to be paid for getting your name

enrolled in the Electoral roll.

XThe Forms are also provided free of cost.

XThe EPIC for first time applicants are also provided free of cost.

XOnly those persons applying for duplicate EPIC card, will be charged

Rs.25/- per card, for which suitable receipt shall be issued at the

EPIC center where your application is accepted in FORM-001.



(www.elections.tn.gov.in/eregistration)
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The method of data entry in the Form6 (English & Tamil)
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You will receive a mail as indicated below;

Your Application number for further tracking

The confirmation message;
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            object to, hence EPIC is mandatory

Only applicant, who is already registered alone can
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Confirmation of entry with application id for tracking

Email - Confirmation of application that applicant needs to reconfirm
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Online – Application final confirmation

You will receive a mail as indicated below;
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Change of entry can be made by an applicant only if

he knows his EPIC number (as all persons enrolled in

Electoral roll are issued with EPIC)
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You will receive a mail as indicated below;
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Transposition from one part to another part within the

Assembly Constituency, Hence your EPIC issued with respect
to previous residential address is mandatory for data entry
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Confirmation of data entry and Application id

You will receive a mail as indicated below;
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Final confirmation

How to track the application

Use the printed number in case of manual forms and

Use online application id in case of online Registration
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How to use the search facility
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Search Using Your EPIC Number

Search using different options
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The Tamil Typing facilitation Key board

Searching the Part after u know the District and A/C
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The page u desire can be taken print out

Choosing the part which u want to take a print out
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Partnership with Internet browsing Centres

In order to facilitate and increase the response of the electors, of availing
the facility of online registration of voters available in the website of the
Chief Electoral Officer, partnership with internet browsing centers by a
Memorandum of understanding  has been entered into. These authorized
Internet browsing centers act as voters facilitation centre and offer online
electoral services by obtaining authorized service charge from the public,
without compromising on the existing procedures.

Facilitation charges fixed for Authorized Browsing Centers

SI Name of Service Amount of
No Service Charge

1 Inclusion of names in Electoral Roll (Form 6) Rs.10

2 Deletion of names from Electoral Roll (Form 7) Rs.10

3 Corr ection of other details  in Electoral Roll (Form  8) Rs.10

4 Transposition of entries within the Assembly
Constituency-Change of Name and Residential
address in Electoral rolls (Form 8A) Rs.10

5 Search Services - checking details such as
Name in Electoral Roll, Name of Polling
Station, Status of Application,
Status of Grievance  etc. Rs.2

6 Taking of any of Print outs Rs.3 per page

7 Registration  of complaint online Rs. 10

XEPIC is an identity document issued by the ERO and is a permanent
document for an elector. EPIC once issued, is valid across the country.

XEPIC is issued only to those persons whose name is there in the
Roll, it has details of the individual as indicated in the Electoral Roll.

XEPIC issued, has a unique number. This number is unique for each
elector.

XEPIC is printed and given to the individual free of cost during the
initial enrollment of an elector in the Roll

XIf an individual changes his address and wants to update this in the
EPIC card, then individual has to surrender his old EPIC and apply
for a fresh EPIC with updated details in the requisition form
(Form 001) and pay Rs.25/- towards the cost of new EPIC.

XUnder no circumstances, should the individual possess two
EPIC, EPIC is only an identity card to identify the person,
during exercise of voting in the polling station.
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XMere holding of EPIC without having ones name in the Electoral
Roll, doesn’t give the individual the Right to Vote.

XEven with the old EPIC, which doesn’t have the updated address as
in the latest roll, individual can come and vote but the EPIC number
in the EPIC card and the EPIC number indicated in the latest published
Roll should be one and the same.

Who are the contact officers whom we need to contact?

Booth Level Officer (BLO) –

XHe is the person appointed by the ERO for your part. He receives
Forms and does the verification of your forms and also distributes
the EPIC after enrollment. He is the immediate person in your
area, with whom you can contact.

XIf you know the District, Assembly constituency and the part
number, you can find the name and contact of your BLO, from
the website www.elections.tn.gov.in   under the heading Contact-
Contact details of Election Officials.

Assistant Electoral Registration Officer (AERO)

XHe is the person with higher authority next to BLO. He is normally
a taluk Tahsildar of a taluk. He is entrusted with the responsibility
of decision making and he forwards his recommendation to the
ERO who is the final authority in terms of Electoral Registration.

X If you know the District and  Assembly constituency, you can
find the name and contact number of your AERO from the website
www.elections.tn.gov.in   under the heading Contact- Contact
details of Election Officials

Electoral Registration Officer (ERO)

XHe is the final authority for Electoral registration and is the officer
responsible for the Electoral Roll. He makes the final decision on
the recommendation of the AERO. He is normally the Revenue
Divisional Officer/Sub-Collector of a revenue division. And only in
the name of the ERO the Electoral Rolls are published. In
corporations the Zonal officer/Assistant Commissioner.

XYou can find the name and contact details of your ERO from the
website www.elections.tn.gov.in   under the heading Contact-
Contact details of Election Officials

District Election Officer (DEO)

XHe is the senior level officer having supervisory control over all election related

officials in the district. He is the District Collector in all districts except in Chennai

(where the Commissioner, Corporation of Chennai is the DEO).

XThe appeal against the orders of the ERO normally lies with the DEO.

XThe DEO coordinates the entire election activities within his district.
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XYou can find the name and contact details of your DEO from the website

www.elections.tn.gov.in   under the heading Contact- Contact details of

Election Officials

SVEEP Nodal Officers

XTo facilitate the activities of electoral awareness under the component of
Systematic Voters Education and Electoral Participation(SVEEP), we have
a Nodal officer in each district to co-ordinate with the Election Tahsildars
to help in conduct of various awareness activities. Their names and contact
numbers also can be seen from the website www.elections.tn.gov.in   under
the heading SVEEP.

XThe approved SVEEP messages,including the video bytes of star icons,
the posters, short films, audio bytes, the awareness  videos prepared by
voluntary Civil society organizations (CSOs),the National Voters Day
celebration event etc. are made available in the official web site for the
use of all interested persons.

XAny new innovations and ideas of SVEEP initiatives can be sent to the
concerned District Election Officers through the SVEEP Nodal officers.

MONTHLY REPORTING FORMAT - ON THE FACILITATIVE ROLE PLAYED BY CAMPUS AMBASSADOR
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"If any person makes in connection with (a) the preparation, revision or 
of an electoral roll, or (b) the inclusion or exclusion of any entry in or 

ll, a statement or declaration in writing which is false and 
wh8ich he either knows or believes to be false or does not believe to be true, 

term which may extend to one 

DECLARATION BY STUDENTS LIVING IN
HOSTELS/MESSES/ ELSEWHERE

(To be attached with Form 6)

1. I…………………………………………………… (Name in Block Letters)
Son/daughter of ……………………………………………………….resident of 

………………………………………………………………………………………….(complete 
postal address of native place), hereby declare that:----

l(a) I am a bonafide student of …………………………………………….. (Name of 
the institution) and pursuing …………………………………………….(details 
of the course) from ……………(month)……………(year) to…………… 
Month…….. (year). 

l(b)I am presently residing at ----
(i) …………………………………………………………………(if residing in hostel/

mess, mention Room No .Block No./Block Name, etc. of the hostel/mess) 
OR

l(ii) …………………………………………………………………….(if residing elsewhere 
outside the hostel/mess, mention complete postal address of the place of stay 
outside the hostel/mess). 

l(c) I want to be registered in the electoral roll/retain my registration in the 
electoral roll of my native place at my above-mentioned residential address with 
my parents/guardian.

OR

 
lI want to be registered in the electoral roll of the constituency where I am 

presently residing.

II . I am aware that registration in the electoral roll of more than one constituency 
or more than once in the constituency is not permitted under the election law and 
am also aware of the penal provisions of Sec. 31 of the R.P. Act, 1950, which reads 
as follows:-

correction
from an electoral ro

he shall be punishable with imprisonment for a 
year, or with fine, or with both.

(Signature of the student)

Place:
Date:

It is certified that the information given in the declaration at (a) above and 
the photograph have been verified from the records of the institution and are 
found to be correct.

Signature and seal of the Head Master/
Principal/Registrar/ Director /Dean

Place/Date:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
?Strike out the inapplicable alternatives
Note-- The onus of delivery of the declaration to the ERO concerned will lie on the 
applicant.

Space for pasting 
one recent passport 

size photograph 
(3.5x3.5cm)

showing frontal 
view of full face 

within this box

Election Commission of India (ECI)

Chief Electoral Officer (CEO)

District Election Officer (DEO)

(District Collector)

Electoral Registration Officer (ERO)

{Revenue Divisional Officer (RDO)}

Assistant Electoral Registration Officer (AERO)

(Tahsildar)

 BLOs Supervisor

Booth Level Officer (BLO)

(A Government servant)
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XNational Voters Day is celebrated on 25 th day of January every

year from 2011 onwards, i.e. marking the founding day of Election

Commission of India.

The main objective of Celebrating NVD is

XTo ensure maximum enrolment of young voters.

XTo spread awareness amongst voters of their rights and duties and

the process of enrolment.

XTo request participation of voters in helping the Election officers

to maintain clean and error free rolls.

XTo empower the youth and instill a sense of pride amongst them.

XTo inspire youth to exercise their franchise

XOn this day Elector Photo Identity Cards(EPIC) and badge with

message “Proud to be a Voter-ready to Vote” will be distributed

to the newly eligible voters

XThe following pledge will be taken by all participantson NVD;

“We, the citizens of India, having abiding faith in democracy, hereby

pledge to uphold the democratic traditions of our country and the

dignity of free, fair and peaceful elections, and to vote in every

election fearlessly and without being influenced by considerations

of religion, race, caste, community, language or any inducement.”
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